
Admissions Policy

Bronte Nursery aims to provide a warm and welcoming environment to help children thrive to
their full potential.

Our intention is to make our setting accessible to children and families from all areas of the
local communities, social  backgrounds,  religions, cultures and ethnicity.  We promote good
practice to support a variety of needs including gender,  special educational and additional
needs, disabilities and English as an additional language

We support practice to welcome and include mothers, fathers, other relations, other carers
and childminders to our setting

� We  ensure  that  the  existence  of  our  setting  is  accessible  to  all  areas  of  the
community.

� We provide information about our setting in written and spoken form, where possible
we try to provide this information in Braille, through signing or an interpreter.

� We arrange our places on a ‘first come first’ serve basis, in addition our policy may
take into account if any siblings attend the setting or Bronte School.

� We operate a waiting list for any spaces that are not readily available. All children and
families can request to go on our waiting list and will be given priority when spaces
become available.

� One  months  deposit  is  required  to  secure  the  place  of  child  and  a  letter  of
confirmation  will  be  written  to  parents  on receipt  of  the  deposit  and  a completed
registration form.

� If there is a reason why parents do not want to take a place that has been confirmed,
we will require one months notice period. At the end of this period the deposit will be
returned.  Failure  to  give  the  required  amount  of  notice  will  result  in  the  nursery
retaining the deposit.

� If there is a wish to delay a proposed start date on a place that has been confirmed

and accepted, we will need notification. Failure to inform us of any possible delays
may result in the parent being charged the monthly fee’s from the original start date

� We make our policies, including equal opportunities widely known
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